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MEDICINAL WINES
THAT STRENGTHEN
THE BODY
AND INCREASE
STAMINA
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HU GU REN SHEN JIU AND
LU RONG REN SHEN JIU
Don’t miss this opportunity to experience—without a doubt—two of
the most legendary Chinese herbal formulas in the Martial Artist's
pharmacopoeia HU GU REN SHEN and LU RONG REN SHEN. Although
these training formulas have distinctly different applications, what they
have in common is that they are prepared with alcohol to create
powerful medicinal wines ...whose effects are no less than amazing.
A testimonial to this is fact is that in addition to their long history of
use by martial artists, these two renowned tonic formulas are among
Taoism's most coveted Imperial Elixirs.
WHAT MAKES THESE TWO
MEDICINAL WINES
WORTHY OF THIS CLAIM?

Although there are some similarities between HU GU REN SHEN and LU
RONG REN SHEN make no mistake, they are used for entirely different
purposes. While both formulas are noted for their ability to increase
energy, HU GU REN SHEN is the formula of choice when bone and joint
strengthening is a priority.
HU GU REN SHEN has exceptional abilities to strengthen bones and joints,
especially in the lower body. Something that is particularly valuable to
martial artists who practice styles that use deep stance as well as those
that practice stance work such as: standing meditation, chi sao, etc.
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Held in equally high regard, LU RONG REN SHEN is favored
when strengthening of the immune system is desired. In
addition to increasing energy & power, Lu Rong, is famed
for its ability to elevate hormonal levels, causing an
increase in sexual energy which is critical for circulating
the vital energy and advanced meditative practices.
Although, LU RONG REN SHEN does possess bone
strengthening capabilities they are minor in comparison to that of HU GU REN SHEN . If Taoist
Sexual Practices and circulating the vital energy is your focus, LU RONG REN SHEN would
serve your purposes well.
We are certainly pleased to introduce you to these amazing formulas! The raw herbs will
require aging to make a medicinal wine; however, we will provide easy‐to‐understand
processing instructions which will make the process painless. Traditionally Taoists used
a daily dosage of one shot‐glass full (approx. 50ml). Long‐term use is recommended to
maintain heightened strength and stamina.
The quality of the herbs that are used to prepare these particular ingredients is very
important if you are to realize the highest level of the desired eﬀects. For that reason,
we prefer to prepare these formulas with only the highest grades of ginseng, deer
antler, etc. We use deer antler that was purchased during the rutting or mating season,
when it is freshest and the deer's hormones are at maximum levels. Tender new
velvet horn with dried blood still in the cartilage is considered of the highest quality.
Because we pay strict attention to these details and use high quality ingredients,
the resulting jiu's are much more powerful in their eﬀects.
As mentioned, the use of the high quality ingredients will increase the overall eﬀects of
these jiu's. While we do make these formulas available on our website, when filling
website orders we only use medium grade ingredients. (Which is why the price is so
reasonable; an attempt to make them more aﬀordable to a greater number of consumers).
However, for those wishing to experience only the highest levels of results, we recommend
using our high grade herbs, and we make both available to you today.
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H OW TO P U R C H A S E
PRICING:
One batch of herbs when mixed with alcohol should last the user
approx. 45‐60 days. Taoist strongly encourage using these formulas
on a long‐term basis; to enable our customers to cost‐eﬀectively
reach the highest results, we have lowered the price on multiple
Purchases orders.

 One batch of medium‐grade herbs is:
Hu Gu Ren Shen item # 77W is $34.99 or Lu Rong Ren Shen item # 79W $64.99

 One batch of high‐grade herbs is:
Hu Gu Ren Shen item # 77WHG is $44.99 or Lu Rong Ren Shen item # 79WHG $89.99

 Four batches of medium‐grade herbs are discounted to:
Hu Gu Ren Shen item # 77W4 is 135.99, or Lu Rong Ren Shen item # 79W4 is $249.99

 Four batches of high‐grade herbs are discounted to:
Hu Gu Ren Shen item # 77W4HG is $174.99, or Lu Rong Ren Shen item # 79W4 is $348.99
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Compare and see the
difference for yourself
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Although, the overall health benefits of HU GU REN SHEN and LU RONG REN SHEN are legendary,
anyone who is unfamiliar with these medicinal wines owes it to themselves to discover the
reason for the legend. If you’d like to know more about the HU GU REN SHEN and LU RONG REN
SHEN formulas, or if you would like to purchase, please give us a call or send an email. We look
forward to hearing from you. Or to access more information online, click:
http://seaofchi.com/Martial‐Training‐305/Training%20Wine‐317

